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The term quantum turbulence denotes the turbulent motion of quantum fluids, systems such
as superfluid helium and atomic Bose-Einstein condensates which are characterized by quantized
vorticity, superfluidity and, at finite temperatures, two-fluid behavior. This article introduces their
basic properties, describes types and regimes of turbulence which have been observed, and highlights
similarities and differences between quantum turbulence and classical turbulence in ordinary fluids.
Our aim is also to link together the articles of this special issue, and to provide a perspective of the
future development of a subject which contains aspects of fluid mechanics, atomic physics, condensed
matter and low temperature physics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Turbulence is a spatially and temporally complex state
of fluid motion. Five centuries ago Leonardo da Vinci no-
ticed that water falling into a pond creates eddies of mo-
tion. Today turbulence still provides physicists, applied
mathematicians and engineers with a continuing chal-
lenge. Leonardo realized that the motion of water shapes
the landscape. Today’s researchers appreciate that many
physical processes, from the generation of the Galactic
magnetic field to the efficiency of jet engines, depend on
turbulence.
The articles in this collection are devoted to a special
form of turbulence known as quantum turbulence [1–
3], which appears in quantum fluids. Quantum fluids
differ from ordinary fluids in three respects: (i) they
exhibit two-fluid behavior at nonzero temperature or
in the presence of impurities, (ii) they can flow freely,
without the dissipative effect of viscous forces, and (iii)
their local rotation is constrained to discrete vortex lines
of known strength (unlike the eddies in ordinary fluids
which are continuous and can have arbitrary size, shape
and strength). Superfluidity and quantized vorticity are
extraordinary manifestations of quantum mechanics at
macroscopic length scales.
Recent experiments have highlighted quantitative con-
nections as well as fundamental differences between tur-
bulence in quantum fluids and turbulence in ordinary
fluids (classical turbulence). The relation between the
two forms of turbulence is indeed a common theme in
the articles collected here. Since different scientific com-
munities (low temperature physics, condensed matter
physics, fluid dynamics, atomic physics) have contributed
to progress in quantum turbulence[? ], the aim of this
article is to introduce the main ideas in a coherent way.
II. QUANTUM FLUIDS
In this series of articles we shall be concerned almost
exclusively with superfluid 4He, the B-phase of super-
fluid 3He, and, to lesser extent, with ultra cold atomic
gases. These systems exist as fluids at temperatures on
the order of a Kelvin, milliKelvin and microKelvin, re-
spectively.[? ] Their constituents are either bosons (such
as 4He atoms with zero spin) or fermions (such as 3He
atoms with spin 1/2). This difference is fundamental:
the former obey Bose-Einstein statistics and the latter
Fermi-Dirac quantum statistics.
Let us consider an ideal (non-interacting) gas of bosons
first. Under normal conditions at room temperature, the
de Broglie wavelength λ of each atom is much smaller
than the average separation d between the atoms; if the
temperature T is lowered, λ increases, until, if T is suffi-
ciently small, λ becomes larger than d, and the quantum-
mechanical wave aspects become dominant. The result-
ing phase transition, called the Bose-Einstein conden-
sation [5], is characterized by a macroscopic number of
bosons occupying the state of zero energy. Although the
possibility of Bose-Einstein condensation was raised in
1924-1925, its direct experimental demonstration in di-
lute ultra-cold atomic gases occurred only in 1995. In
order to achieve superfluidity (flow without friction) an-
other ingredient is necessary: the particles must interact
with each other.
In fermionic systems, at temperatures much lower than
a characteristic Fermi temperature, particles occupy the
interior of the Fermi sphere in the momentum space, with
only relatively few particle-hole pairs, called excitations.
Attractive interaction between fermions leads to an in-
stability and the formation of Cooper pairs which are
bosons undergoing Bose condensation, resulting either
in superconductivity in charged systems of electrons in
crystal lattices, or in superfluidity in systems consisting
of neutral atoms. The outcome is surprisingly similar
to what happens for bosons: superfluidity arises from
the formation of a coherent particle field that can be de-
scribed using the formalism of the order parameter or a
condensate macroscopic wave function.
Superfluidity of 4He was experimentally discovered by
Kapitza and by Allen and Misener in 1938, although it
is now believed that Kamerlingh Onnes must have had
superfluid helium in his apparatus when he first lique-
2fied helium in Leiden in 1908. He and other pioneers of
low temperature physics soon discovered that, below a
critical temperature Tλ ∼= 2.17 K, liquid helium displays
unusual behavior. They therefore called it helium I and
helium II, respectively, above and below this tempera-
ture. Still in 1938, London linked the properties of he-
lium II to Bose-Einstein condensation. Further progress
in understanding superfluidity of 4He was driven by the
work of Landau based on different considerations.
The physical properties of normal liquid 3He at mil-
liKelvin temperatures are well described in the frame of
the Fermi liquid theory of Landau. Note the striking
difference in kinematic viscosities of 4He (the lowest of
all known fluids, two orders of magnitude less than wa-
ter’s) and of 3He near the superfluid transition (compa-
rable with that of air or olive oil). Superfluidity of 3He
was theoretically predicted by Pitaevskii and experimen-
tally discovered by Osheroff, Richardson and Lee in 1973.
Cooper pairs consisting of two 3He atoms (which them-
selves are fermions), rotating about their center of mass,
are bosons of total spin and orbital numbers equal to
one. This allows three different projections on quantiza-
tion axes in orbital and spin spaces and, as a consequence,
several different superfluid phases of 3He exist. The clas-
sification of them and of the types of quantized vorticity
in 3He is beyond the scope of this article (in particular
because quantum turbulence has been studied only in the
B phase).
Finally, recently developed experimental methods of
laser and evaporative cooling have opened up a new road
to ultra low-temperature physics: microKelvin clouds of
dilute atoms were generated and nanoKelvin tempera-
tures achieved to explore quantum-degenerate gases, pro-
viding additional working fluids to study quantum tur-
bulence.
The two-fluid model, introduced in the context of 4He
first by Tizsa and (based on different considerations) by
Landau, is a convenient level of description of quantum
turbulence. Below Tλ,
4He is described as a viscous nor-
mal fluid (a gas of thermal excitations called phonons and
rotons that carry the entire entropy content) coexisting
with an inviscid superfluid (related but not equal to the
condensate fraction). The density of helium II, essen-
tially temperature independent, can be decomposed into
ρ = ρn+ρs, where the normal fluid’s and superfluid’s den-
sities, ρn and ρs, respectively, are strongly temperature
dependent: in the low temperature limit (T → 0) helium
is entirely superfluid (ρs/ρ → 1, ρn/ρ → 0), whereas,
in the high temperature limit (T → Tλ), superfluidity
vanishes (ρs/ρ → 0, ρn/ρ → 1). At temperatures below
1 K (where ρn/ρ = 0.07), in the absence of
3He impu-
rities, 4He can be considered more or less a pure super-
fluid. Similar considerations apply for superfluid 3He; its
B phase can be considered a pure superfluid below about
200 µK.
The normal fluid and the superfluid support two in-
dependent velocity fields vn and vs, respectively, and
the superfluid component flows without viscous dissipa-
tion. Based on the form of the dispersion relation, Lan-
dau predicted that the superfluidity of 4He disappears at
flow velocities exceeding a critical value of about 60 m/s
(due to the emission of quasiparticles called rotons). In a
more general sense, the Landau criterion applies to any
superfluid: on exceeding certain critical velocity (which
in fermionic superfluids is called the Landau pair-braking
velocity), it becomes energetically favorable to generate
quasiparticles, which means the onset of dissipation.
What makes superfluid hydrodynamics particularly in-
teresting is that the circulation integral
∮
C vs ·dr is equal
either to the quantum of circulation κ = h/m or to zero,
depending on whether or not the integration path C en-
closes a quantized vortex line; here, h is Planck’s constant
andm the mass of the relevant boson (one atom in 4He, a
Cooper pair in 3He-B). This quantization condition, sug-
gested by Onsager and experimentally confirmed by Vi-
nen, arises from the existence and the single-valuedness of
a complex, macroscopic superfluid wave function ψ, and
the usual quantum mechanical prescription that the ve-
locity is proportional to the gradient of the phase of ψ. As
a consequence, the superflow is not only inviscid (like the
ideal Euler fluid), but also potential (∇× vs = 0). Vor-
tex lines can be viewed as holes with circulation. Moving
around the vortex axis, the phase of ψ changes by 2π
(multiple values of κ are unstable in helium II), corre-
sponding to to a persistent azimuthal superfluid velocity
of the form vs = κ/(2πr) where r is the radial distance
from the axis. An isolated vortex line is thus a stable
topological defect. On its axis, real and imaginary parts
of ψ vanish; the narrow region where the density drops
from its value at infinity to zero is proportional to the
healing (or coherence) length ξ, which depends on the
strength of the interaction between the bosons. In 4He,
ξ ≈ 10−10 m; in 3He-B, ξ is about 100 times larger, and
in atomic condensates even larger (1/100–1/10 of the sys-
tem size).
Quantized vortex lines are nucleated intrinsically or
extrinsically (that is, from already existing vortex lines,
which, twisting under the influence of the superflow and
then reconnecting, generate new vortex loops). Nucle-
ation is opposed by a potential barrier which, upon ex-
ceeding a critical velocity vc, can be overcome either ther-
mally or by quantum tunneling. In helium II (except
close to Tλ) intrinsic nucleation requires vc ≈ 10 m/s,
large enough to make it unlikely unless induced by a
fast-moving ion. Experimentally reported values of vc ≈
10−2 m/s are associated with extrinsic nucleation from
remnant vortices pinned to the walls of the container. In
3He-B both intrinsic and extrinsic nucleation are possi-
ble, and (as in atomic condensates) vc ≈ 10
−3 m/s. Vor-
tex lines can also form by the Kibble-Zurek mechanism
when helium is cooled through the superfluid second or-
der phase transition: the phase of ψ, unable to adjust
everywhere at the same time, leaves vortex lines as de-
fects.
The possibility of quantum turbulence was first raised
by Feynman [6]; soon afterward, Vinen showed that a tur-
3bulent vortex tangle can be generated in the laboratory
[7] by applying a heat flux to helium II. Two properties
of vortex lines are important for quantum turbulence.
The first is the mutual friction force [7, 8] which couples
the superfluid and the normal fluid. It arises from the
scattering of thermal quasiparticles (constituents of the
normal fluid) by the velocity field of the vortex lines. The
second property comprises Kelvin waves, which are he-
lical displacements of the vortex core which rotate with
angular velocity ω ∼ κk2 where k is the one-dimensional
wavenumber (shorter waves rotate faster). Kelvin waves
arise from the tension of the vortex lines (the kinetic en-
ergy of a circulating superfluid about a unit length of
line). Their direct observation is reported in the article
by Fonda et al. [9]. At finite temperatures, Kelvin waves
are damped by mutual friction, but below 1 K they prop-
agate more freely and lead to acoustic emission at large
values of k. The transfer of energy to such large k by a
Kelvin wave cascade (analogous to the Kolmogorov cas-
cade of classical turbulence) explains the observed decay
of turbulence at low temperatures, as discussed in the ar-
ticles by Barenghi, L’vov and Roche [10] and by Walm-
sley, Zmeev, Pakpour and Golov [11]; in the weak am-
plitude regime, Kelvin waves can be studied using wave
turbulence theory, see the article by Kolmakov, McClin-
tock and Nazarenko [12].
The difference between the ideal fluid and the super-
fluid can be better appreciated by noticing the link be-
tween superfluidity and superconductivity, and the re-
lation between an ideal conductor and a superconduc-
tor; the latter behaves as an ideal diamagnetic substance
which, below certain critical conditions, expels the ex-
ternally applied magnetic field from its interior (Meiss-
ner effect). In superfluidity the corresponding feature is
that the superflow is always curlfree, or potential, inde-
pendently on whether rotating or quiescent sample were
cooled through the superfluid transition. Quantized vor-
tices exist in superconductors and may reconnect (the
physical quantity which is quantized here is the mag-
netic flux, in units 2π~/(2e), where 2e is the charge of
two electrons constituting a Cooper pair). The motion of
vortex lines and flux tubes, however, is not the same: if
displaced, the former move (almost) along the binormal
and the latter (almost) along the normal direction [13],
which possibly explains the absence of quantum turbu-
lence in superconductors.
III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS FOR
QUANTUM TURBULENCE
Some of the experimental methods used to probe tur-
bulence in ordinary viscous fluids have been used for
quantum turbulence. They include small Pitot tubes [14]
to measure pressure head fluctuations (giving access to
velocity probability density distributions, structure func-
tions and energy spectra), and a plethora of small me-
chanical oscillators, such as spheres, wires, nanowires,
grids, quartz tuning forks (for recent review, see [15])
that can generate and detect quantum turbulence.
Direct visualization is invaluable in classical turbu-
lence: methods such as particle image and particle track-
ing velocimetry, applied to scientific and industrial prob-
lems, give quantitative data and qualitative information
such as flow patterns. Although the application of these
methods to cryogenic flows is difficult for reasons which
are both technical (e.g., optical access to the experimen-
tal volume) and fundamental (e.g., the presence of two
velocity fields, interaction [16] of quantum vortices with
particles—in most cases, micron sized frozen flakes of
solid hydrogen or deuterium), it has already led to impor-
tant results on the direct observation of individual quan-
tized vortices [17], their reconnections [18], Lagrangian
velocity [19] and acceleration [20] statistics. Another vi-
sualization technique [21], based on fluorescence, employs
neutral He∗2 triplet molecules as tracers.
An advantage of these conventional methods is that
they allow direct comparison between classical turbu-
lence above Tλ and quantum turbulence below Tλ but, in
the latter case, care must be taken to understand whether
particles trace the motion of the normal fluid, the su-
perfluid, or the vortex lines. The current status of the
subject is described in the article by Guo, La Mantia,
Lathrop and Van Sciver [22].
Second sound attenuation is the most powerful (and
historically the oldest [7]) measurement tool in 4He, re-
vealing the vortex line density L – the total length of the
quantized vortex line in a unit volume [23]. Since second
sound is an anti-phase oscillation of normal and super-
fluid components, this technique cannot be used below
1 K (since there is little normal fluid), or in 3He at any
temperature (second sound waves are overdamped by the
large viscosity of the normal fluid).
Helium ions have been successfully used to detect
quantum vortices in 4He—for example, to investigate the
decay of inhomogeneous quantum turbulence created by
ultrasonic transducers at about 1.5 K [24]. An improved
technique based on negative ions has been recently in-
troduced for measurements of decaying quantum turbu-
lence below 1 K [25, 26]. Negative ions (electron bubbles)
are injected by a sharp field-emission tip and manipu-
lated by an applied electric field. Bare ions dominate
for T > 0.8 K while, for T < 0.7 K, they become self-
trapped in the core of quantized vortex rings of diameter
about 1 µm (the rings are intrinsically nucleated when
the ions are accelerated past vc by an imposed electric
field). Short pulses of ions or rings are sent across the
experimental cell. The relative reduction of the ampli-
tude of pulses of ions or rings detected at the collector
on the opposite side of the helium cell after their interac-
tion with quantum turbulence is converted to vortex line
density.
In 3He-B, information on quantum turbulence has been
obtained using nuclear magnetic resonance [27]. Another
experimental technique in 3He-B is the Andreev scatter-
4vortices [28], described in the article by Fisher, Jackson,
Sergeev and Tsepelin [29].
Finally, in atomic Bose-Einstein condensates, vortices
are created by stirring or shaking the trap, phase imprint-
ing, or moving a laser “spoon” across the condensate;
images are taken after releasing the trap and expanding
the condensate, as explained by White, Anderson and
Bagnato [30].
IV. THEORETICAL MODELS OF QUANTUM
TURBULENCE
Unlike classical turbulence, studied on the solid ground
of the Navier-Stokes equation, there is no single equation
governing the motion for quantum turbulence, but rather
a hierarchy of models at different length scales, each with
its own limitations. It is as if one is unable to describe
the trees and the forest in a unified way: we need one
(microscopic) model which accounts for the close-up de-
tails of one or few trees, a second (mesoscopic) model
which, from further away, does not resolve the details of
the trees but still distinguishes individual trees as iso-
lated sticks, and a third (macroscopic) model which does
not resolve trees at all but recognizes where the forest is
sparser or denser. In this spirit we note that helium tur-
bulence is characterized by a wide separation of length
scales ξ ≪ ℓ ≪ D, where ξ (already defined) is a mea-
sure of the vortex core, ℓ is the average distance between
vortex lines (usually estimated as ℓ ≈ L−1/2), and D
is the size of the system; typically ξ ≈ 10−10 m in 4He
(10−8 m in 3He-B), ℓ ≈ 10−5 m and D ≈ 10−2 m. In
atomic condensates, these scales are not as widely sepa-
rated: ξ < ℓ < D.
The microscopic model is the Gross-Pitaevski equa-
tion for a Bose-Einstein condensate, obtained (after suit-
able approximations) from the Hamiltonian of a Bose gas
undergoing two-bodies collisions. The Madelung trans-
formation makes the hydrodynamics interpretation of the
wave function ψ apparent, yielding the classical continu-
ity equation and a modified Euler equation. It differs
from the classical Euler equation because of the presence
of the so-called quantum pressure, which, differentiat-
ing a superflow from a perfect Euler flow, is responsible
for vortex reconnections [31], sound pulses at reconnec-
tion events [32] and for the nucleation of vortices near a
boundary (e.g. an ion [33]) or a strong density variation
(e.g. cavitation [24, 34]).
The Gross-Pitaevskii equation has been used to study
turbulence in atomic condensates [35, 36], but its appli-
cation to superfluid helium is only qualitative. Its disper-
sion relation does not exhibit the roton minimum and is
valid only near T = 0. For generalizations to finite tem-
perature we refer the reader to the article of Berloff, Bra-
chet and Proukakis [37]. One approach worth mention-
ing is the Zaremba-Nikuni-Griffin formalism [38] which
couples the Gross-Pitaevskii equation to a Boltzmann
equation for the thermal cloud of non-condensed atoms,
allowing atomic collisions within the thermal cloud and
between thermal cloud and condensate: the outcome of
this self-consistent interaction is the emergence [39] of
dissipative effects on vortex motion (mutual friction).
Amesoscale approach which shuns effects at the scale
of ξ is the vortex filament model of Schwarz [40] which
represents vortex lines as space curves of infinitesimal
thickness and circulation κ. At T = 0, a point on a
vortex line moves with the total superfluid velocity at
that point—which is the self-induced velocity calculated
using the Biot-Savart law, plus any externally imposed
superflow. For T > 0, the motion results from the bal-
ance of Magnus and friction forces. Schwarz’s insight
was to recognize that, in order to describe quantum tur-
bulence, his equation of motion must be supplemented
with an algorithmic procedure to reconnect vortex lines
which approach each other by a distance less than the
discretization distance along the lines (thus moving away
from the realm of Euler dynamics).
The vortex filament model is perhaps the most use-
ful and flexible numerical tool for quantum turbulence
in 4He and 3He-B; the state of the art is described by
Baggaley and Ha¨nninen [41]. It is therefore important
to appreciate its limitations. The first is that (unlike the
Gross-Pitaevskii equation) it does not describe acoustic
losses of energy by rapidly rotating Kelvin waves at very
low temperature. The second limitation is that the com-
putational cost of the Biot-Savart law grows rapidly as
N2 (where N is the number of discretization points N
along the vortex lines). To speed up his calculations,
Schwarz replaced the Biot-Savart law with its local in-
duction approximation, which neglects any vortex inter-
action and requires an arbitrary mixing step to achieve a
statistically steady state of turbulence [42]—an approx-
imation which is thought as unsatisfactory by todays’s
standards. This problem was recently solved [43, 44] by
adapting to vortex dynamics the N logN tree-algorithm
created for computational astrophysics [45]. The third
difficulty of Schwarz’s model is that (with notable excep-
tions [46, 47]) the normal fluid velocity is imposed rather
than computed self-consistently by solving the Navier-
Stokes equation (suitably modified by a friction term):
again, the reason is the computational cost involved.
The problem of self-consistency is solved, at a more
macroscopic level, by the Hall - Vinen - Bekharevich
- Khalatnikhov (HVBK) equations, originally developed
for rotating helium. The HVBK equations describe the
motion of fluid parcels containing a large number of par-
allel vortex lines. Coarse-graining allows treating super-
fluid vorticity as a continuous classical field, generalizing
the original two-fluid equations of Landau. The HVBK
equations successfully predict the oscillation of a rotating
vortex lattice, the Glaberson instability, the instability of
helium Couette flow and the transition to Taylor vortices
[48, 49], flows for which the assumption is valid that the
vortex lines are locally aligned within each fluid parcel.
Application of the HVBK equations to turbulence is not
justified for randomly oriented vortex lines, as the net su-
5perfluid vorticity in each fluid parcel would be zero, yield-
ing zero friction, despite the nonzero vortex line density.
Modifications of the HVBK equations have been devel-
oped, neglecting the vortex tension and approximating
the mutual friction [50, 51]. Such models probably un-
derestimate friction dissipation but the coupled motion
of both fluids is computed self-consistently. Shell models
of turbulence [52, 53] and Leith models [54] are variants
of the HVBK equations trading spatial information for
that in the k-space.
V. TYPES AND REGIMES OF QUANTUM
TURBULENCE
It is useful to classify the various types of turbulent
flows which can be generated in a quantum fluid, keep-
ing in mind that more classification schemes might well
be possible. To start with, the strong temperature de-
pendence of superfluid and normal fluid components and
the relatively high kinematic viscosity of 3He-B compared
to 4He suggest the following natural distinction:
(i) Pure quantum (superfluid) turbulence in low
temperature 4He and 3He-B. This is conceptually
the simplest (but experimentally the most challenging)
form of quantum turbulence: a single turbulent super-
fluid (the normal fluid being absent or negligible). This
prototype of turbulence—a tangle of quantized vortex
line—can be excited at small length scales by injecting
ions or vortex rings [26], or at larger length scales us-
ing vibrating objects [15, 28], or by suddenly halting the
rotation and destabilizing an existing vortex lattice [25].
Besides the residual friction potentially caused by ther-
mal excitations, dissipation of kinetic energy is possible
due to acoustic emission from short and rapidly rotat-
ing Kelvin waves [55] and from vortex reconnections [31].
The length scale required for efficient acoustic emission
is much shorter than the typical curvature at the quan-
tum length scale ℓ ≈ L−1/2, but can be achieved by a
Kelvin wave cascade—which is the energy transfer to in-
creasingly smaller scales arising from the nonlinear inter-
action of Kelvin waves [56, 57]; this mechanism is dis-
cussed by Barenghi, Roche and L’vov [10]). In 3He-B,
the larger vortex core limits the wavenumber range of the
Kelvin wave cascade but Caroli-Matricon bound states in
the vortex core provide an additional dissipation mecha-
nism [58].
(ii) Quantum turbulence with friction in finite-
temperature 3He-B. The main feature of this form is
that the highly viscous normal fluid is effectively clamped
to the walls. The mutual friction force acts on all length
scales and affects the dynamics of quantized vortices,
damping the energy of Kelvin waves into the normal fluid.
The role of friction increases with rising temperature to
the point that, upon exceeding a critical temperature,
turbulence can be suppressed altogether. Temperature
thus plays an analogous role to that of the Reynolds num-
ber in classical turbulence [27]. This type of quantum
turbulence is discussed in the article by Eltsov, Ha¨nninen
and Krusius [59].
(iii) Two coupled turbulent fluids in 4He. This type
of turbulence is easily generated by stirring helium II
by mechanical means (e.g., towed grids [60–62] and pro-
pellers [14]), by ultrasound [24]; or by forcing it, using
grids and flows past bluff bodies in wind tunnels [63].
Both superfluid and normal fluid component are turbu-
lent. Because of its double nature, this is the most gen-
eral and challenging type of quantum turbulence, gener-
ally richer than classical turbulence in conventional vis-
cous fluids, presenting us with two coupled turbulent sys-
tems, one in which the vorticity is continuous and the
other with quantized vortex lines. The mutual friction
transfers energy from one fluid to the other, so that it can
act both as a source and a sink of energy for each fluid.
Moreover, by combining thermal and mechanical drives,
special types of turbulence can be generated in which the
mean superfluid and normal fluid velocities are not nec-
essarily the same. For example, thermal counterflow is
induced by applying a voltage to a resistor (heater) lo-
cated at the closed end of a channel that is open to a
superfluid 4He bath at the other end. The heat flux is
carried away from the heater by the normal fluid alone,
and, by conservation of mass, a superfluid current oc-
curs in the opposite direction. In this way a relative
(counterflow) velocity is created along the channel which
is proportional to the applied heat flux that is quickly
accompanied by a tangle of vortex lines [7, 64]. The nor-
mal fluid is likely to be laminar for small heat fluxes and
probably turbulent for large heat fluxes. Another special
case is pure superflow [23], generated both mechanically
and thermally in a channel whose one or both ends are
covered by superleaks (walls with holes so tiny that they
are permeable only to the superfluid component).
A second possible classification of quantum turbulence
is based on the form of the energy spectrum E(k) – the
distribution of kinetic energy over the wavenumbers k
(inverse length scales). Two limiting regimes have been
tentatively identified:
(i) Vinen or ultra-quantum turbulence. This is a ran-
dom vortex tangle with a single dominant length scale, ℓ.
It has long been argued [7] that steady counterflow tur-
bulence at nonzero temperature in 4He is in this regime,
although the energy spectrum has never been directly
measured experimentally. A recent numerical calculation
[65] of counterflow turbulence driven by a uniform normal
flow has shown a broad energy spectrum around k ≈ 1/ℓ,
confirming this state. At very low temperatures, ultra-
quantum turbulence has been produced in 4He by ion
injection [26]. The main experimental evidence [26, 67]
is that, if the vortex tangle is left to decay, the vortex
line density decreases as L ∼ t−1, in agreement with a
phenomenological model of Vinen [7] which indeed as-
sumes a random, homogeneous and isotropic vortex con-
figuration. The same L ∼ t−1 decay has been observed
in numerical simulations [68] which also confirmed that
the energy spectrum remains broadly concentrated near
6k ≈ 1/ℓ.
(ii) Kolmogorov or semi-classical turbulence. This
regime is quite similar to classical turbulence, as the
energy spectrum contains an inertial range and closely
displays the celebrated K41 scaling E(k) ∼ k−5/3 over
1/D ≪ k ≪ /ℓ (hence most of the energy resides at
the largest length scales). Direct evidence of Kolmogorov
scaling is provided by experiments at high and intermedi-
ate temperatures [14, 63] and numerical simulations [65]
in which the vortex tangle is driven by a turbulent nor-
mal fluid. At very low temperatures the experimental
evidence [26] is based on the observed decay L ∼ t−3/2
which, it has been argued [1, 66, 67], is consistent with
the Kolmogorov spectrum. At T = 0, numerical simu-
lations based on both the vortex filament model [68–70]
and the Gross-Pitaevskii equation [71, 72] have produced
spectra consistent with the k−5/3 scaling. Further numer-
ical studies have revealed that the Kolmogorov energy
spectrum is associated with the presence of metastable
bundles of polarized quantized vortices [65, 70, 73]. This
opens the possibility of stretching such bundles (stretch-
ing of individual quantum vortices is not possible because
of the quantization condition). The polarization of (part
of) the vortex tangle is also discussed in the article of
Vinen and Skrbek [74] on turbulence generated by os-
cillating objects; its importance lies on the fact that in
classical turbulence vortex stretching is thought to be re-
sponsible for the dissipationless transfer of energy from
large to small scales (energy cascade).
An important issue is the normal fluid’s profile in var-
ious types of channel and pipe flows of helium II. For
example, in numerical simulations of counterflow turbu-
lence driven by uniform normal fluid, the energy spec-
trum broadly peaks at the mesoscales k ≈ 1/ℓ [65] (as in
ultra-quantum turbulence), but the experimentally ob-
served decay is L ∼ t−3/2 [64] (typical of of quasi-classical
turbulence). Thus either large scale structures already
exist in steady-state counterflow or are generated by halt-
ing the normal fluid.
A third classification is suggested by the relative mag-
nitude of ξ, ℓ and D. Quantum turbulence in atomic
Bose-Einstein condensates lacks the wide separation
of scales typical of liquid helium: the size of typical con-
densates is only 10 to 100 times the healing length. Will
the known scaling laws of turbulence manifest themselves
as the size of the condensate increases? The close dis-
tance between vortices suggests that reconnections play
a more important role in the kinetic energy dissipa-
tion than in helium; moreover, vortex energy can be
transformed into surface oscillations of the condensate.
Atomic condensates can be used to explore the cross-over
from two-dimensional to three-dimensional turbulence,
offer greater flexibility than helium as physical parame-
ters can be engineered and vortices can be individually
manipulated, and, thanks to the weak interactions, are a
testing ground for the theory. Two-components [75] and
spinor condensates [76] are rich new systems for turbu-
lence. Dipolar condensates [77] may open the possibility
of turbulence with unusual vortex interaction. These op-
portunities are discussed in the article by White, Ander-
son and Bagnato [30].
VI. OUTLOOK
Quantum turbulence is a relatively young field of re-
search compared with conventional turbulence in vis-
cous fluids, which has slowly but steadily progressed over
several centuries. The early works on quantum turbu-
lence [7] were mainly concerned with counterflow as a
problem of heat transfer unique of liquid helium II. It was
only after the seminal experiments of Donnelly, Tabeling
and collaborators [14, 60–62] that the attention shifted
to concepts such as energy spectrum and vorticity decay,
which are typical of the fluid dynamics literature. These
and other experiments showed that, over length scales
much larger than the mean intervortex distance ℓ, quan-
tum turbulence mimics [66, 67] the properties of classical
turbulence, hinting (in the spirit of Bohr’s old quantum
theory) that many quanta of circulation yield classical
behaviour. This result, together with the very low kine-
matic viscosity of 4He, suggests that quantum turbulence
can be used to study classical problems such as the tem-
poral decay of homogeneous, isotropic turbulence, or the
long-standing puzzle of the Loitsianskii invariant. In gen-
eral, highly turbulent flows are needed to tackle these
problems. It is not difficult to generate such flows with
liquid 4He, and CERN’s huge capacity liquefiers are al-
ready considered for the purpose within the European
project EuHit, in the frame of 7th EU initiative. A more
challenging task is the development of miniature special
probes capable of probing quantum turbulence, resolving
all scales including quantum scales smaller than ℓ.
On the other hand, the existence of the ultra-quantum
regime is a warning signal that not all quantum turbulent
flows are related to classical flows. The various types and
regimes of quantum turbulence which we have identified
provide a rich range of problems which we should solve
using hydrodynamics models (the spirit is similar to how
the known planetary atmospheres are explained by the
same physical principles under different parameters).
Problems which seem particularly challenging involve
either two turbulent cascades taking place in the same
fluid in different regions of k-space (the Kolmogorov cas-
cade and the Kelvin waves cascade), or two active turbu-
lent superfluids affecting each other (e.g. two-component
cold gases [75] and, when experimentally realized [78],
3He-4He mixtures with both 3He and 4He superfluid).
For complexity and difficulty, the closest analogue in clas-
sical physics is perhaps the problem of coupled turbulent
velocity and magnetic fields in astrophysical magneto-
hydrodynamics.
The temperature of the cosmic microwave background
radiation is about 2.7 K and the coldest place found in
the Universe is the Boomerang Nebula (≈ 1 K), 5000
light-years away from Earth in the constellation of Cen-
7taurus. Thus further experimental studies of quantum
turbulence, probing physical conditions not known to Na-
ture at temperatures many orders of magnitude lower,
may uncover phenomena not yet known to physics.
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